Build
your
Partners

Step 1: Know that there is a partner for you.
• You feel that you know everyone already, but
you don’t.
• You feel your ex-partner is irreplaceable.  That’s
true. But there is another one with whom you can
experience another tango.

Step 2: Realize that there are lots of
potential partners. They are below your
level (now).
There is probably a scarcity of dancers who are
at your level who you like and available.
There are lots of dancers below your
level who want to improve and just need
someone to encourage and invest in them.

Step 3: Write down the most important
characteristics of your future partners.
(Here’s my list, yours will be different...)
Remember that level and skills are not important!

• soft embrace
• likes going to classes
• stamina for long practice sessions
• work schedule allows staying to end of midweek milongas
• reliable and communicative
• strong legs
• likes to dance with one person for an hour at a milonga.

Step 4: How to find this person.
Remember this is a person in your community that
you haven’t noticed. Once you are clear about the
characteristics you seek, you’ll start to look at people in
different ways.
Go to classes, milongas, and practicas you’ve never been
to, or not for some time.
Don’t just look at people, or dance with them. Talk to them.

Step 5: How to spot an ambitious and available beginner

who can become a great dancer faster than an experienced
dancer can grow their dance in the direction you want:
• They are at a practica, or willing to go to one.
• Practicing, not just dancing.
• Dancing with different people, not just one partner.
• With relaxed shoulders (this can take years to fix).
• Takes classes, not just dancing on milongas.
• Is curious about tango.
• Has a tango notebook.
• Not a superbusy person, has time for practice and milongas.

Step 6: Get to know people, not by
dancing with them.
• Ask what they love about tango and about their dreams.
You may find a surprise match.
• Ask who is their favorite dancer (global or local).
• Compliment them on a movement and ask them to teach
you.  (See if they’re self-aware and articulate.)
• Ask about their best-ever night at a milonga.
• Get to know dancers of your role as well. Your favorite
practice partner may be of your own gender and role.   

Step 7: Invite a good candidate to a
practice session.
•
•
•
•

Make sure you focus on dancing, not chit-chat.
Don’t teach. Use an online class* or a video.
Explore tango together, focus on discovery.
Don’t focus on dancing whole songs. Drill movements, play
improvisation games*, and explore variations.
• Limit yourself to two pieces of critical feedback in any one
session.
*See TangoForge.com MasterCourse and Practice Courses

Step 8: Make milonga appointments
• Your partners will improve fastest by having regular and
confident access to a better dancer.
• Don’t just dance one tanda. Agree to dance three or four
tandas, so the pressure to impress isn’t there.
• Invest in your partner by giving them your very best effort.
Don’t be lazy or sloppy. Push yourself to improve too.
• Don’t give feedback in the milonga. Take notes to share in
the next practice session.
• Don’t be possessive. Introduce your partner to your friends
and encourage them to dance together.

Step 9: Feedback
• Realize that everyone is vulnerable with tango, and
criticism is very hard to take.  
• Speak to your partner as if they are your very best
customer and you want to make sure they have a good
experience.
• Limit yourself to two (better one) point of feedback
in each session, then get back into your agreed and
mutually created practice structure.
• Always make space for your partner to give feedback
or make requests. Ask if there are movements they
particularly like. Encourage them to co-create the dance.

Step 10: Don’t invest in only one partner
• Your partner may fall in love or have a crisis that curtails
their tango life.  Don’t put yourself in a situation of
dependency.  
• If one of your partners is very talented, they may outgrow
you. Be proud of your influence, let them go, and give your
energy to someone else.
• Recognize that your time, attention, patience, and skill
are powerful gifts. You can build dancers just by exposing
them to your experience, without teaching them.

As great as the joy of a superlative dance
is the joy of feeling someone develop in your arms,
through and because of you.
If you give full concentration and trust your partner
deeply, you will have the honor to witness them
growing. You will be close enough to realize the
significance of each moment. In this delight you are
a creator, not just a consumer.

Visit TangoForge.com
for MasterCourse
Home Practice Courses, and
Muscle Exercise Center.

